Artwork setup and imprint information for sublimated Belts, Lanyards and Dog Products

Artwork can be either vector or pixel and all colors CMYK process values. Vector art is generally more
successful than pixel art (pixel art sometimes has edge inconsistency). You can send an Illustrator
native file, eps or pdf. If pixel art is sent, it must be created at 300 dpi at actual size.
Email art files to croakiesasi@hilcovisionoutdoor.com. Your order will be acknowledged via reply
confirmation. If color is critical please also send a hard copy output proof for onpress color matching.
Your belt art work could be anywhere from 4” to 20” long. See the imprint guides shown below for
specific height of artwork for each belt. Please note the product and bleed area dimensions.
Your art can be submitted as a complete design (with logo, message, etc. and background) or we can
drop your art onto any of our solid or print backgrounds. Visit croakies.com to see our standard prints.

If submitting a complete design the most important thing is to have the art repeat or match up exactly
on the right and left sides as shown below. If your art seamlessly repeats we can step and repeat it
along rolls of webbing. Individual belts are cut from these long rolls of webbing. This means that we
cannot guarantee exact placement of art on any finished belt. Each belt will be unique and will vary in
what portion of your artwork it shows.
Be aware that if you have art that is long (10-20”) it may be cropped oddly on the finished product.
Your artwork also should not contain strong horizontal elements or logos that need to be positioned
exactly in the middle. Because we cannot guarantee exact placement of any art on the finished belt,
more random prints with angled or non-horizontal graphics will look best.

artwork template for Artisan II belt
this print example has a 10” repeat along the length of webbing

product
is 38mm

ARTWORK SPECS:
> The printing method for belts is dye sublimation (process/cmyk)
> You can send digital art that is either vector or pixel art (300 dpi at
actual size of the imprint)
> Your artwork can be submitted as:
1) a complete design with your logo or message,
background design elements and colors included
2) your logo or message and we will drop it onto a solid
color background of your choosing
3) your logo or message and we will drop it onto one of
our standard print backgrounds - see croakies.com for
our standard prints.

art with bleed
is 1 3/4”

Finished product is
38mm wide but extra
1/4” artwork bleed is
needed off top and
bottom (1/8” each)

